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Global density effects on the self-preservation 
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An experimental investigation was designed to test the hypothesis that all axisymmetric 
turbulent free jets become asymptotically independent of the source conditions and 
may be described by classical similarity analysis. Effects of initial conditions were 
studied by varying jet exit boundary conditions and the global density ratio. The exit 
velocity profile and turbulence level was changed by using both pipe and nozzle flow 
hardware. Initial density differences were imposed by using three gases : helium, 
methane, and propane. The scalar field (concentration) in the momentum-dominated 
regime of the far field (10 to 60jet exit diameters downstream) of turbulent free jets was 
characterized using Rayleigh light scattering as the diagnostic. The results show that 
regardless of the initial conditions axisymmetric turbulent free jets decay at the same 
rate, spread at the same angle, and both the mean and r.m.s. values collapse in a form 
consistent with full self-preservation. The means and fluctuations follow a law of full 
self-preservation in which two virtual origins must be specified. The two displacements 
are required to account for the effects of a finite source of momentum and different 
development of the velocity and mass distributions in the near fields of the jets. The 
memory of the jet is embodied in these two virtual origins. 

1. Introduction 
Similarity concepts are widely used in fluid engineering to describe various aspects 

of turbulent flow fields. Any number of textbooks can be consulted for discussions (e.g. 
see White 1974; Hinze 1975). Despite the advanced development and widespread use 
of these concepts, there is a great deal of confusion and controversy in the literature 
concerning their application. In this paper the findings from an experimental 
investigation of mixing in variable-density axisymmetric jets are used to characterize 
the similarity behaviour of these flow fields in regions well beyond the potential core 
where the turbulent flow is fully developed. 

The turbulent variable-density jet has broad engineering importance and has been 
the subject of numerous investigations (see Abramovich 1963; Harsha 1971; Chen & 
Rodi 1980; and Gouldin et al. 1986 for reviews). Despite the large number of 
investigations reported in the literature, many uncertainties remain concerning both 
qualitative and quantitative properties of these flows. 

The fact that constant-density turbulent jets exhibit self-preserving behaviour in the 
far field has been generally accepted. Recently, Dowling & Dimotakis (1988, 1990) 
have confirmed this behaviour in a careful investigation of constant-density 
axisymmetric jets. It was shown that the mean, root-mean-square (r.m.s.), and 

t Current address : Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Washington State 
University, Pullman, WA 99164-2920, USA. 
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probability density functions of a passive scalar obey similarity relations. In addition, 
concentration fluctuation power spectra were also collapsed by the use of self-similar 
variables. Dowling (1991) has analysed the same data and has shown that an estimate 
for the scalar dissipation rate is also collapsed in terms of appropriate similarity 
parameters. 

It has not been verified, however, whether axisymmetric jets having global density 
variations (i.e. the jet and ambient fluids have different densities) achieve a full self- 
preserving state in the far field. Measurements for the rate of fall-off of the centreline 
concentration with downstream distance have yielded a range of values (see Pitts 
1991 a). There is also conflicting evidence in the literature concerning the attainment of 
an asymptotic value of the centreline unmixedness (the ratio of the r.m.s. to mean 
value of scalar). Pitts (1991a) found that an asymptotic value was reached regardless 
of the initial density ratio. Schefer & Dibble (1986), in contrast, did not observe an 
asymptote in the centreline unmixedness for a flow of propane into air. Based on a 
review of the literature and Schefer & Dibble’s findings, Gouldin et al. (1986) 
concluded in their review of mixing in axisymmetric jets that variable-density jets do 
not attain asymptotic states. These conflicting results call into question whether 
variable-density jets can achieve a self-preserving asymptotic state. 

Physically, self-similarity (or self-preservation) implies that the flow has reached a 
dynamic equilibrium or asymptotic state in which the mean and higher-order moments 
evolve together (Townsend 1976). In the classical view the asymptotic condition 
depends only on the rate of momentum addition and is independent of other initial 
conditions (Townsend 1976). Thus the source of the asymptotic jet can be viewed as 
a point source of momentum which has a mass flux of zero. Mathematically, a flow is 
self-similar when profiles of concentration (and velocity) can be collapsed by the choice 
of suitable scales for concentration (velocity) and length. Consequently, for an 
axisymmetric jet, the number of independent variables is reduced by one, and the 
governing equations are transformed to a set of ordinary differential equations. 

Self-similarity is not possible for flows in which the density varies appreciably across 
the flow; that is, self-preserving solutions do not exist for the governing equations. In 
an axisymmetric jet with an initial density different than that of the ambient, density 
gradients decrease rapidly with downstream distance owing to the entrainment process, 
and the flow approaches a state in which the density ratio between the local jet fluid 
and the ambient (Rpi = pz/pao, where pi and pm are the local jet and ambient densities, 
respectively) approaches unity. In this region the assumption that density variations 
are important only in the buoyancy term (the Boussinesq approximation) can be 
applied to the governing equations and self-preserving solutions may be obtained. 
Great care is taken in this investigation to ensure that measurements are made in the 
momentum-dominated regime, and thus the buoyancy term is negligible. For this case 
the governing equations become identical to those for a constant-density axisymmetric 
turbulent jet. 

The concentration (mole fraction), X, is measured in binary gas jets using Rayleigh 
light scattering. The density, p, is related to the mole fraction by 

P=Prn(l-X)+PoX (1) 
where po is the density at the jet exit and pao is the density of the surroundings. The 
mixture fraction or mass fraction, Y, can then be expressed as 
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where R, is the density ratio po/pco. Mass fraction is the appropriate concentration 
scalar for characterizing mixing in variable-density flows (Pitts & Kashiwagi 1984). 

Similarity solutions for the velocity and scalar fields in an axisymmetric turbulent jet 
are obtained for Reynolds equations which are simplified by (i) neglecting molecular 
effects (i.e. high Reynolds number), (ii) invoking the boundary-layer approximations, 
and (iii) neglecting terms involving the fluctuations of density (p’u’v’, p’v’, p’ Y’, etc). 
These assumptions are valid in the far-field region of the jet. 

From the simplified Reynolds equations similarity solutions are obtained by 
selecting scales for length, velocity and mass fraction ; applying dimensional analysis 
and conservation of momentum and the scalar (mass fraction); and invoking the 
constant-entrainment hypothesis (Morton, Taylor & Turner 1956 ; Chen & Rodi 1980). 

--- 

This analysis requires that self-similar solutions for the mass fraction satisfy 

where &(z) is the characteristic lengthscale (in this study taken to be the half-width at 
half-maximum of the radial mass fraction profile), T(z, 0) is the mean centreline mass 
fraction, re is the effective radius, and A and B are constants. Chen & Rodi (1980) 
provide a summary of one approach for deriving these expressions. 

Equation (3) requires that the jet growth be linear in z and the centreline decay of 
mass fraction be inversely proportional to z.  The self-preserving profile of mean mass 
fraction is 

Rw/9 = Y,r6 f(d, (4) 
Kc(z - ZO) 

where K, is the rate of centreline decay and is found from experiment (note that K, has 
been included in the denominator to maintain conformity with earlier work from our 
laboratory (Pitts 1991 a, b)), & is the initial mass fraction, z, is the virtual origin and 
is found from experiment, 7 is the non-dimensional radial coordinate r / ( z  - z,), and f 
is a smooth function. Note that K, will be a universal constant for jets which have 
achieved a self-similar state. Y, is the mass fraction of the species of interest in the 
undiluted jet fluid. For jets of a single fluid, as in the experiments reports here, 

The effective-radius concept has been used by many researchers (Thring & Newby 
1953; Becker, Hottel& Williams 1967; Avery & Faeth 1975; Dahm & Dimotakis 1987; 
Dowling & Dimotakis 1990; and Pitts 1991a). In this paper the effective radius is 
defined to be 

Y,= 1. 

where rn, is the initial mass flux and J, is the momentum flux for the jet. Physically, re 
is the radius of a hypothetical jet with density pa and the same m, and J, as the jet 
under consideration. If the velocity profile is uniform at the jet exit, then re takes the 
form given by Thring & Newby (1953), ro(po/p,)i (1, is the nozzle or pipe radius, and 
po is the initial density of the jet fluid). The form for rs is derived from dimensional 
arguments. 

The centreline decay of the scalar required for similarity (that the inverse centreline 
value is linear in z) has been used in the literature to fit centreline data from 
axisymmetric jets with an initial density difference due to heating of jet fluid (i.e. 
Sunavala, Hulse & Thring 1957; Wilson & Danckwerts 1964; Sforza & Mons 1978) 
and gas composition (i.e. Birch et al. 1978; Gouldin et al. 1986; So et al. 1990; and Pitts 
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1991 a). Measured values of K, generally agree within an average deviation of k- 10 % 
(see Pitts 1991a). It has not been clarified whether these deviations are the result of 
experimental uncertainties or a breakdown in the similarity assumptions. 

Past studies of variable-density jets have suggested that there may be a breakdown 
in similarity. If similarity holds, values of K, should be independent of the initial 
density ratio of jet and ambient gases, Rp = pO/pa. Schefer & Dibble (1986) and Pitts 
(1991~) conclude that values of K, are weakly dependent on R,. They attribute this 
observation to a density effect not accounted for by the use of re as the non- 
dimensionalizing lengthscale. The data of Niwa et al. (1984) show a similar correlation 
between K, and density ratio. 

The virtual origin, zo, which appears in (4) allows near-field effects to be incorporated 
into the far-field description of the flow field. It is included to account for the 
experimental observation that the spatial location of the point source of momentum, 
which gives rise to the similarity solution of (4, often does not correspond to the nozzle 
exit ( z  = 0). The location of zo is known to be sensitive to initial conditions at the jet 
exit (Thring & Newby 1953; Chen & Rodi 1980; Pitts 1991 a, b). 

The goal of this study is to test the hypothesis that axisymmetric jets become 
asymptotically independent of source conditions. Effects of initial conditions are 
investigated by varying the jet exit boundary conditions and the global density ratio, 
R,. Initial density differences are imposed by using three different jet gases: helium, 
methane, and propane. The exit velocity profile and turbulence level are varied by using 
both pipe and contoured nozzle flow hardware. 

2. Experimental system 
The scalar fields of axisymmetric jets with varying global density ratios and initial 

velocity profiles were characterized using Rayleigh light scattering (RLS) as the 
diagnostic. By careful experimental design it was possible to acquire measurements in 
the far fields of free turbulent jets where the local density ratio of the jet fluid to 
ambient (RJ approached unity and the flows were momentum dominated (i.e. 
buoyancy effects were negligible). 

2.1, Flow facility 
The experiments were performed in the quiescent environment of a cylindrical clean 
room. The facility, dubbed the Rayleigh Light Scattering Facility (RLSF), was 
carefully designed to minimize interferences associated with glare and Mie scattering. 
This facility is described in detail in Bryner, Richards & Pitts (1992). A schematic is 
shown in figure 1. The clean room system is composed of a 2.4 m tall x 2.4 m diameter 
cylindrical test section, high-efficiency particulate (HEPA) filters, and air distribution 
duct work and associated fans and exhaust. During operation the RLSF is completely 
isolated from the surrounding laboratory environment. Two variable-speed fans are 
used to flow air through the filters and test section and thus provide a clean 
environment in the test section. In the experiments described here, measurements were 
made in a quiescent environment by turning the filter blowers off and waiting for flow 
transients to dissipate. The filters do not remove gaseous contaminates such as the 
helium, propane, and methane used in the experiments. As a result the test section must 
be purged and filled with clean air after each experiment. The flow duct work is 
connected to the laboratory exhaust system for this purpose. 

Two exit boundary conditions were used in the experiments: jets produced by a 
turbulent pipe flow, and jets produced by a contoured nozzle. In the majority of the 
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k---- 2.44 m -4 
FIGURE 1.  A schematic of the Rayleigh Light Scattering Facility. 

experiments the turbulent pipe flow exit condition was used. The flow hardware 
consists of a 6.35 mm I.D. pipe with a sharp-edged exit. The same pipe as used in 
earlier experiments in this laboratory (Pitts & Kashiwagi 1984; Pitts 1991a, b)  for jet 
measurements in the presence of a coflow was employed with the coflow glass enclosure 
removed. The length of the pipe is sufficient to ensure fully developed turbulent pipe 
flow at the exit. The flow assembly is mounted on a three-axis, computer-controlled 
positioning traverse placed on the floor of the test section. The pipe is mounted along 
the z-axis and the gas issues upward into the enclosure as shown in figure 1 .  Jet gas is 
supplied from pressurized tanks and is filtered to remove oil, moisture, and particulates. 
A mass flow controller is used to meter the gas. 

Measurements were also recorded for a propane jet produced by a contoured nozzle 
with an I.D. of 6.35 mm and an area contraction ratio of 100: 1. The nozzle was 
designed to have a ' top-hat ' velocity profile at the exit with low turbulence intensity. 
The inner nozzle contour is a fitted fifth-order polynomial. The nozzle is preceded by 
a flow straightening and conditioning section consisting of a section of honeycomb and 
screens to dampen velocity fluctuations. The nozzle was designed, fabricated, and 
constructed in-house. 

2.2. Diagnostic 
RLS was used to measure real-time concentration (mole fraction) in the turbulent jets. 
The optical system is very similar to that described previously (Pitts & Kashiwagi 
1984). An argon ion laser operating on all lines at a nominal power of 20 W is used to 
induce RLS. The beam enters the RLSF through a Brewster-angle window (to 
minimize reflections) and is then focused by a 250 mm focal length lens to a narrow 
waist with a diameter of 50 pm. The receiving optics are positioned perpendicular to 
the laser beam. The scattered light is collected by an f/2 lens system and imaged 1 : 1 
onto a 400 pn pinhole which defines the length of the observation volume. After 
passing through the pinhole the scattered light is imaged onto the photocathode of a 
Thorn EM1 Model 9781B photomultiplier tube (PMT).? 

7 Certain commercial equipment, instruments or materials are identified in this paper in order to 
adequately specify the experimental procedure. Such identification does not imply recommendation 
or endorsement by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, nor does it imply that the 
materials or equipment are necessarily the best available for the purpose. 
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The current output of the PMT is converted to a voltage across a 24 kSZ resistor, 
which is then fed to an Ithaco Model 4302 dual filter used as a low-pass 10 x amplifier. 
A cut-off frequency of 10 kHz was used, thus defining the Nyquist frequency. The 
signal is then passed to a 12 bit digitizer interfaced to a Masscomp 5450 computer. At 
each location 32000 points are acquired at a sampling rate of 20 kHz. The data are 
then stored on the hard disk for post processing. 

During an experiment, the laser power was monitored and sampled simultaneously 
with the Rayleigh signal by recording the intensity of scattered laser light from the 
Brewster-angle window with a photodiode. This allowed minor laser power drift and 
fluctuations (1-2%) to be normalized out of the measurements. 

Concentration measurements were performed in the manner described previously 
(Bryner, Richards & Pitts 1992). The RLS intensity is first calibrated by recording the 
average scattering signal from the ambient gas (air) and the jet gas (Il and I,, 
respectively). The turbulent flow is then initiated and the real-time RLS signal, I(t), 
recorded. The time behaviour of the mole fraction for the reservoir gas, X,(t), in the 
observation region is then determined from 

Data reduction consists of converting mole fractions 
ensemble averaging to obtain mean and r.m.s. values. 

2.3. Experimental design 

(6) 

to mass fractions and then 

The gases selected for the study were helium, methane, and propane. The Reynolds 
number (Re) for the flow is defined as 

Re = Do Uo/vo, (7) 

where vo is the kinematic viscosity of the jet gas, Do is the diameter of the jet exit, and 
Uo is the average velocity at the jet exit (U, = Q/(.rcD:/4), where Q is the volume flow 
rate). Re for the helium jet was 4000, and for the other gases 25000. Higher Re for the 
helium flows were difficult to achieve due to the high exit velocities required. To 
estimate the axial position at which buoyancy forces begin to be important, the non- 
dimensional buoyancy lengthscale defined by Chen & Rodi (1980) was used 

where F is the Froude number ( F  = pa U,2/gD,lp,-po( and g is the gravitational 
constant). Chen & Rodi (1980) suggest that the flow is momentum dominated for 
values of zb < 0.53, whereas the results of Papanicolaou & List (1988) show that jets 
are momentum dominated for zb < 1.  In this study, a conservative approach has been 
adopted and zb = 0.5 was selected for the cut-off of the momentum-dominated region 
of the jet. 

Measurements were acquired across the diameter of each jet at a minimum of three 
axial locations. Typically the axial stations corresponded to z / r ,  = 40, 60, and 80, 
although measurements were acquired further upstream for helium and further 
downstream for propane. At these downstream distances the local density ratio of the 
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W o )  @ 
Gas RP Re Zb = 0.5 re, mm Exit BC 

Helium 0.138 4 000 80 1.159 pipe 
Methane 0.554 25 000 150 2.334 pipe 
Propane 1.552 25 000 130 3.871 pipe 
Propane 1.552 25000 130 3.918 nozzle 

TABLE 1. Experimental parameters (BC denotes boundary condition) 

jet to ambient fluid is approaching unity. Typically, at z / r ,  = 40 the local time- 
averaged density ratio on the centreline (i.e. p(z, O)/p,) was approximately 1 .OO f 10 YO 
for all gases. 

In the evaluation of the effective radius, re, for the pipe flow the momentum flux was 
computed using a power law formulation for the velocity profile (Schlichting 1979). 
The nozzle was designed to produce a thin boundary layer and consequently a top-hat 
profile was assumed for the exit velocity profile. 

The operating conditions and relevant experimental parameters for each of the gases 
are presented in table 1.  

3. Results and discussions 
3.1. Mean mass fraction 

Radial profiles of the mean mass fraction, y(z, r), for the turbulent free jet of helium 
(Re = 4000) are shown in figure 2 for z/ro = 20, 40, 60, and 80. Similar results were 
obtained for the other gases. Gaussian curves were fit to each of the profiles and 
interpolation performed to obtain the mass fraction half-width, r;. Half-widths of mass 
fraction at each axial location were determined for each of the gases and are shown in 
figure 3. In agreement with the requirements for self-preserving solutions, all the jets 
spread linearly. The graph shows that for a given downstream distance, the lighter 
gases have spread more. The angle of spread in the measurement region, however, 
appears to be identical for all of the gases except the propane jet produced from pipe 
flow. The angle of this jet is less than for the others. If, however, the first point at 
z / r ,  = 40 is discarded, the slope begins to fall in line with the other cases. This result is 
interpreted as evidence that the propane pipe flow jet requires a longer flow distance 
for the spreading angle to become constant. 

Results from linear least-squares fits for the spreading rates are presented in table 2. 
The lines are characterized by zoJ, the virtual origin (hypothetical axial location where 
the mass fraction half-width is zero), and m, the spreading rate as a function of z (i.e. 
tangent of the spreading half-angle, eC). Values of rn are, within experimental 
uncertainty, identical for the four jets. Two sets of numbers appear for the propane 
jet issuing from a pipe to reflect the observation that this jet had not reached full 
development at z / ro  = 40. The numbers in parentheses correspond to the fit of data at 
all axial positions. The other numbers are for fits excluding data at z/ro = 40. 

There have been numerous measurements of the spreading rates of passive scalars 
for axisymmetric jets reported in the literature. Table 3 compares the results for many 
of these. The results cover a range of m = 0.096 to 0.13 which is roughly 15 % of the 
values included in table 2. There is no apparent correlation with Re, Rp, or the 
boundary conditions at the jet exit. The scatter is reduced considerably if only 
measurements recorded after 1982 are considered. Note that agreement between the 
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FIGURE 2. Radial profiles of the mean helium mass fraction for z / r ,  = 20 (O), 
40 (Oh60 (n), and 80 (A). 
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FIGURE 3. Concentration half-widths, r;, for helium (O), methane (m), propane pipe (A), 
and propane nozzle (A). 

Gas Exit BC Slope, rn ZOJb-0  

Helium Pipe 0.1 13 f 0.002 -0.30 f 0.19 
Methane pipe 0.1 15 f0.009 5.7 f 2.8 
Propane Pipe 0.108 * 0.002 (0.104) 8.5*0.8 (5.0) 
Propane nozzle 0.113+0.009 7.2k0.4 

TABLE 2.  Virtual origins and spreading rates 

current measurements of spreading rate in variable-density jets and the recent 
constant-density results of Dowling & Dimotakis (1990) is excellent. Based on reviews 
of the literature, Fischer et al. (1979) recommend a value of 0.106 for m while Chen & 
Rodi (1980) suggest a value of 0.11. 
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Gas Kc zoy/rrJ 
Helium 0.106 0.002 6.0f0.5 
Methane 0.106 0.008 7.2 f 2.5 

Propane (nozzle) 0.105f0.009 3.1 f7.8 
TABLE 4. Fitted values for the centreline decay law 

Propane (pipe) 0.104+0.007 -4.2f2.2 

The quantity zoJ is interpreted here as the virtual origin of momentum; that is, zOJ 
is the point source of momentum for self-similar behaviour. Experimentally it is 
observed that the ratio between the spreading rates of velocity and scalar, 6,(z)/6,(z), 
is constant. Given that both S,(z) and 6,(z) are linear functions of z, it follows that the 
virtual origins must coincide. The data of So et al. (1990) show the virtual origins based 
on the spreading behaviour of velocity and mass fraction coincide. 

A comparison of values of zoJ in table 2 reveals two interesting effects. First, the 
virtual origins for methane and propane (both nozzle and pipe) flows are relatively 
close to each other compared to the helium jet, which has a negative virtual origin 
located near the nozzle. In the absence of any density effect this may be explained by 
the difference in Re, i.e. Re for the helium jet is 4000 whereas for the other jets it is 
25000. It has been shown that virtual origins for both inverse average velocity and 
inverse mass fraction along the jet centreline shift downstream with increasing Re 
(Harsha 1971 ; Pitts 1991 b). 

The second effect results from a comparison of the virtual origins of the propane jets 
for the two boundary conditions. The virtual origin for the pipe flow is downstream of 
that for the nozzle flow, which is consistent with the conclusion that the propane pipe 
jet has not attained an asymptotic spreading rate at z/ro = 40 while the flow from the 
nozzle appears to be fully developed. This result is somewhat counterintuitive. The 
nozzle flow might be expected to take longer to develop than the pipe flow due to the 
initial condition of low turbulence energy. 

To test if the data obey full similarity relations (4), the centreline scaling law for each 
jet, 

must be available. The constant K, is the centreline decay rate and zoy is the intercept. 
Note that the intercept zoy is deliberately distinguished from the intercept, zoJ, 
obtained from the extrapolation of half-width data. Linear least-squares fitting of the 
centreline values of mass fraction was used to obtain the values summarized in table 
4. The results are shown graphically in figure 4. 

The rates of centreline decay for each of the gases are identical within experimental 
uncertainty. The mean value of K, is 0.105 with a maximum observed difference of 2 YO 
between the highest and lowest values. This is in contrast to Niwa et al. (1984), Schefer 
& Dibble (1986) and Pitts (1991 a), where a weak dependence of K, on density ratio was 
reported. Possible sources for the discrepancy are discussed in the following section. 
Pitts (1991a) has provided an extensive compilation of values of K, from previous 
investigations. The average value was K, = 0.105 with an average deviation of & 10 %. 
The mean value of K,, 0.105, for the findings in table 4 compares quite well. Of interest 
to this investigation, Dowling & Dimotakis (1990) report K, values of 0.98 for 
Re = 5000, and 0.106 for Re = 16000. 
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FIGURE 4. Plots of inverse centreline mass fraction versus downstream distance non- 
dimensionalized by re are shown for the four jets. Symbols the same as figure 3. 

From the observations of Pitts (1991~)  and predictions of Thring & Newby (1953), 
values of zoy are expected to show a correlation with density. In a numerical study, So 
& Lui (1986) find similar trends for zou. In the current study the methane value is 
greater than the propane value as expected. A similar trend for methane and propane 
jets was observed by Schefer & Dibble (1986). Because of its low density, the helium 
jet should have a virtual origin which is downstream of the other gases. The helium 
value derived from the current study is found to be out of sequence (see table 4). This 
is attributed to the additional dependence of zoy on Re, Pitts (1991b) has shown 
that there is a strong downstream shift of zoy with increasing Re over the range 
Re = 4000-25000. The helium jet Re is much lower than that for the propane and 
methane jets (4000 versus 25000), and consequently, zoy is expected to be shifted 
upstream as observed. 

The rates of spreading and centreline decay can be used to test whether the jets 
investigated obey self-similarity by formulating the non-dimensional length scale 7 as 
the ratio r/ (z-zo)  and substituting in (4). If a Gaussian form is assumed forf(7) (a 
good approximation except near the edge of the flow), then the mean mass fraction is 
given by 

where C is a constant to be determined from experimental data. A straightforward 
transformation can be made from the jet spreading data using 

(In 2 / ~ 9  = tan (e,), (1 1) 
where ee the jet spreading half-angle discussed earlier. 

The question of which value of zo, i.e. zoJ or zoy, should be used in 9 and (10) arises. 
Comparison of table 4 to table 2 shows that the zoJ and zoy values are different for a 
given condition. The case of helium is presented since it has the largest difference 
between locations for the two virtual origins. The data were fit to the law given by (10) 
using the non-dimensional lengthscale 9 = r/ (z-zoy) ,  values of K, and zoy obtained 
from the centreline decay law, and C calculated from (1 1). Fits to the helium data for 
z/r ,  = 20 and 80 are shown in figure 5. This approach gives a very poor collapse of the 
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FIGURE 6. The similarity collapse of helium data, F(z, q) = [K;’ re/(z-zoy)]fly), with 
g = r/(z-z,.,); z/ro = 20 (Oh 40 (O), 60 (01, and 80 (A). 

experimental data. The fact that the disagreement is so extreme at z/rO = 20 and less 
so at z/ro = 80 suggests that it is the scale ( z -zoy)  in the formulation of 7 that is 
responsible (i.e. the importance of zo diminsihes as z gets larger). Replacing zoy by the 
value of zoJ determined from the ri measurements in the expression for 7 while keeping 
the centreline scaling law (9), gives excellent collapse of the data shown in figure 6 .  
Clearly, two different virtual origins are required in order for the helium data to obey 
similarity relationships. Interestingly, Grandmaison, Rathgeber & Becker (1 982) 
observed a similar effect in their constant-density jet data and attributed it to ‘non- 
idealities’. It is suggested that this effect was due to inaccurate specification of the 
virtual origin. 

Results for the helium jet show that the mean mass fraction field is characterized 
properly by 

where 7 = r/(z-zoJ).  The collapse of the results for the four jets investigated in this 
study by (12) is shown in figure 7(a)  where all of the measurements are included. The 
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FIGURE 7. (a) The general similarity collapse of all data. (b) Selected results from (a) are shown along 
with data taken from Dowling & Dimotakis (1990) (+) and values of y(z, 7) from (13) (solid curve). 

agreement is excellent. In figure 7(b) selected data from figure 7(a)  are compared with 
the constant-density measurements of Dowling & Dimotakis (1990). There is a close 
overlap of the variable-density and isodensity results. The functional form, As), can be 
approximated by a Gaussian function (as shown in figure 7b) so that the mean scalar 
field of all axisymmetric free turbulent jets may be expressed as 

9.52r, 
z-zoy 

F(Z,r]) = - exp ( - 5911”, 

where the constant in the exponential term has been determined from a least-squares 
fit to all of the data. The expression given in (13) provides an excellent fit to all of the 
experimental data for 11 < 0.15. In the tail region the data drop off slightly faster than 
the Gaussian form for the locally collapsed data, as observed by others (Pitts & 
Kashiwagi 1984; Schefer & Dibble 1986). 

A survey of the literature suggests that differing values of zoJ and zoy have been 
observed previously for axisymmetric jets. The significance of the observation, 
however, has not been addressed. A difference, between zoJ and zoy, is reported for a 
propane jet by Schefer & Dibble (1986). A similar effect can be identified in the results 
of So et al. (1990) by comparing their plots of the concentration centreline decay and 
concentration half-width. 

In the literature the general descriptor ‘virtual origin’ is traditionally used for values 
which correspond to both zoJ and zoy as they are defined in this paper. In the classic 
similarity treatments of Hinze (1975) and Chen & Rodi (1980) it is assumed explicitly 
that the two virtual origins, zoJ and zoy are equal. The findings of this investigation 
demonstrate (as suggested by the literature cited above), however, that zoJ and zoy are 
not equivalent (at least in variable-density flows). Whether two different origins exist 
in constant-density flows is difficult to assess. Reports of the two values (in the same 
study) are scarce. Becker et al. (1967), for example, report both values to be the same 
in their constant-density flow as do Dowling & Dimotakis (1990). Grandmaison et al. 
(1982) in a study of very high Re (270000) constant-density jets report the two values 
to be identical as well. Plots of their data, however, show that zoJ and zoy are not equal. 

The need for different virtual origins to describe self-similar behaviour has been 
observed in other types of flows. Two virtual origins are routinely employed to fit 
velocity data for plane turbulent jets to similarity relations (e.g. see Flora & 
Goldschmidt 1969; Hussain & Clark 1977; Chambers & Goldschmidt 1982; Browne 
et al. 1983; and Browne, Antonia & Chambers, 1984). In an experimental study of 
constant-density plane jets, Flora & Goldschmidt (1969) explicitly investigated the 
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existence of two virtual origins with regard to velocity. They identified two different 
virtual origins; one based on velocity half-width values, and the other on the decay of 
centreline velocity. The two axial positions were referred to as the ‘geometric’ and 
‘kinematic’ origins, respectively. Absolute positions as well as the separation of the 
two virtual origins were shown to depend on the initial turbulence levels of the jets. 

Browne et al. (1983, 1984) investigated both the velocity field and mixing of a passive 
scalar (temperature) in a plane jet. They found that both the velocity and scalar fields 
yielded different virtual origins when spreading rates or centreline falloff were 
considered, but that the virtual origins for each type of plot were coincident for the 
velocity and scalar. As generally observed, the spreading rate of the scalar was higher 
in the similarity region of the flow, with the ratio of the two widths being 1.23. 

Two different virtual origins have also been observed by LaRue, Libby & Seshadri 
(1981) in an investigation of the thermal boundary layer downstream of a half-heated 
grid. They found that the virtual origins required to fit the spreading of the thermal 
boundary layer and the transverse profile of mean temperature flux to similarity forms 
were very different. 

The analysis which leads to (4) treats the jet as a massless source of momentum. The 
justification for this is due to the entrainment behaviour of the flow field which ensures 
that total jet mass flux increases rapidly with downstream distance, and thus the initial 
mass flux becomes insignificant compared to the total jet mass flux as downstream 
distance is increased. There is, however, no physical reason why the mass and 
momentum fields in the near-field regions of the jets must develop in the same manner. 
Thus, the ‘memory’ of the jet with regard to the initial mass flux is incorporated into 
the values zoy required to apply the similarity laws. 

It is possible to check the self-similar behaviour of the jets in a form which is 
independent of these virtual origins. If the flow is self-similar in concentration, then 
Y(z, 0) 6(z)/r,  should be independent of z. The data are shown plotted in this manner 
in figure 8. The asymptotic behaviour of the data provides additional evidence that the 
jets included in this study do indeed obey self-similar relations. For comparison, results 
from other experimental studies are included. The results indicate that there is 
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disagreement as to what the asymptotic value for the constant is. Such variations are 
not surprising given the ranges in centreline decay and spreading rates which have been 
reported in the literature. 

3.2. Fluctuations of mass fraction 
The fluctuation behaviour of mass fraction has been characterized by calculating r.m.s. 
values from the real-time data. Results for helium are shown in figure 9. Note that the 
r.m.s. values are not normalized by centreline values. They are plotted in the same 
fashion as the mean data of figure 7, 

(that is, a form consistent with (12)). The collapse of the data is good for z/ro > 20. It 
is tempting to explain the low values at z / rO = 20 by concluding that r.m.s. values 
require a longer flow distance than mean values to approach self-preservation. 
Dowling & Dimotakis (1990) point out, however, that inadequate temporal and spatial 
resolution can lead to underestimation of r.m.s. values. A dimensionless frequency 
based on the spatial resolution of the probe voloume and the convection timescale of 
the jet was estimated from the experimental parameters. Comparison to the spectra 
reported by Dowling & Dimotakis (1990) indicates that at z/rO = 20 the r.m.s. values 
of mass fraction are indeed underestimated due to limited temporal and spatial 
resolution. Further support for this conclusion can be drawn from the observation that 
the tails of the r.m.s. profile at z/rO = 20, where the velocity has dropped off and thus 
resolution is better, fall into line with the other profiles. 

The collapsed data for all of the gases and corresponding least-squares fits are shown 
in figure 10. All of the r.m.s. measurements are plotted in terms of the similarity 
parameters determined from the average concentration measurements, and are 
compared to isodensity measurements taken from Dowling & Dimotakis (1990). The 
solid line is a fourth-order polynomial fit to all of the data. The specification for the 
curve is 

[0.23+0.357+9.09~,1~- 116.48~~+240.817~],  (15) Y ' ( Z , T )  = - 9.52r, 
z-zoy 
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FIGURE 11. Behaviour of centreline unmixedness, Y’(z, O)/y(z,O), for all gases: helium (O), 
methane (n), propane pipe (A), and propane nozzle (A). 

where 7 = r / ( z - zOJ) .  All of these data show excellent agreement and are identical 
within experimental uncertainty, indicating that the concentration fluctuations in all of 
these jets obey the similarity relationship specified by (15). 

The ratio of the r.rn.s. to mean mass fraction, commonly referred to as the 
unmixedness (Hawthorne, Weddell & Hottel 1949), along the centreline, Y’(z, 0)/  Y(z, 
O) ,  is plotted in figure 11.  Since both F(z, 7) and Y(z, 7) have been shown to collapse 
in a manner consistent with full self-preservation, their ratio is expected to be a 
constant. This is confirmed by the data of figure 1 1  ; the average value of unmixedness 
is 0.227+0.011. This value compares well with those reported by Dowling & 
Dimotakis (1990) of 0.237f0.005 for Re = 16000 and 0.230f0.007 at Re = 5000. 
Based on their review of the literature Chen & Rodi (1980) recommend values of 0.21 
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to 0.24. Pitts (1991a) reports an asymptotic value of 0.23 for variable-density jets with 
a wide range of density ratio consistent with the current findings. Many other 
measurements of centreline unmixedness are available in the literature. These are 
summarized in Pitts (1991 a). As was the case for time-averaged concentration, a wide 
range of values and behaviour have been reported and there is no apparent correlation 
with R, or Re. 

On the basis of the current findings, it is concluded that constant- and variable- 
density axisymmetric jets in the momentum-dominated regime attain a common 
asymptotic unmixedness. 

4. Conclusions 
The results of this study support the hypothesis that the final asymptotic state of all 

momentum-dominated axisymmetric jets depends only on the rate of momentum 
addition. Regardless of the initial conditions, axisymmetric turbulent free jets decay at 
the same rate (Kc), spread at the same half-angle (OJ, and both the mean and r.m.s. 
mass fraction values collapse in a form consistent with full self-preservation. 

There are many discrepancies in the literature concerning the centreline decay rate, 
spreading behaviour, attainment of an asymptotic centreline unmixedness value, and 
self-preservation behaviour in variable-density jets. This study has demonstrated that 
if a systematic experimental programme is undertaken in which care is taken to ensure 
that the flows are uncontaminated by buoyancy and coflow effects then the far-field 
behaviour of variable-density jets is essentially indistinguishable from a constant- 
density jet. This is supported by the excellent agreement for both the mean and r.m.s. 
values of this study with those of the constant-density experiment of Dowling & 
Dimotakis (1990). 

The major conclusions concerning the concentration field of momentum-dominated 
axisymmetric jets with an initial density difference are : 

(i) The centreline decay rate and spreading rate are independent of initial density 
ratio, velocity profile, and turbulence level. 

(ii) The centreline unmixedness reaches an average asymptotic value of 0.227 
regardless of initial density ratio. 

(iii) Both means and fluctuations follow a law of full self-preservation in which two 
virtual origins must be specified. The collapse of data using this approach is in excellent 
agreement with others. 

(iv) The virtual origin obtained from spreading data, zoJ ,  does not necessarily 
coincide with the virtual origin obtained from centreline decay rate, zoy.  

The memory of the jet is embodied in the virtual displacements, zoJ and zoy. Once 
the displacements are specified, however, the flow fields collapse in a general manner. 
The dependence of zoJ and zoy on such system parameters as Re and R, requires 
additional investigation. Also of interest is the coupling between the near-field 
development of the scalar and velocity fields and the behaviour of zoJ and zoy. Detailed 
velocity measurements should be performed in variable-density jets to fully characterize 
the self-preservation behaviour of this important class of flows. 

The authors would like to acknowledge the three reviewers of this manuscript for 
their many thoughtful comments and suggestions for changes. Thanks to their efforts, 
a much improved paper appears here. 
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